Low pulling forces applied locally to cell surface membranes produce viscoelastic cell surface protrusions. As the force increases, the membrane can locally separate from the cytoskeleton and a tether forms. Tethers can grow to great lengths exceeding the cell diameter. The protrusion-to-tether transition is known as the crossover. Here we propose a unified approach to protrusions and tethers providing, to our knowledge, new insights into their biomechanics. We derive a necessary and sufficient condition for a crossover to occur, a formula for predicting the crossover time, conditions for a tether to establish a dynamic equilibrium (characterized by constant nonzero pulling force and tether extension rate), a general formula for the tether material after crossover, and a general modeling method for tether pulling experiments. We introduce two general protrusion parameters, the spring constant and effective viscosity, valid before and after crossover. Their first estimates for neutrophils are 50 pN mm À1 and 9 pN s mm À1 , respectively. The tether elongation after crossover is described as elongation of a viscoelasticlike material with a nonlinearly decaying spring (NLDs-viscoelastic material). Our model correctly describes the results of the published protrusion and tether pulling experiments, suggesting that it is universally applicable to such experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Many living cells have a remarkable ability to form surface protrusions and tethers in response to a pulling force F applied locally to the cell membrane. Surface protrusions are viscoelastic tubular structures formed under low pulling forces, whereas tethers are thin tubes formed under larger forces. If an initially low pulling force starts increasing, first a protrusion, and then a tether on the extension of the protrusion, are formed. Long cellular tethers can be observed in vivo, pulled under shear flow by molecular bonds formed between blood cells and vessel walls, in inflammation, thrombosis, and atherosclerosis (1) . In vitro cellular protrusions and tethers, pulled using molecular bonds, were studied in flow chamber, micropipette, and laser trap experiments (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . Cellular protrusions and tethers were modeled by Caputo and Hammer (15) , King et al. (16) , Yu and Shao (17) , and Pospieszalska and Ley (18) . A theoretical framework for tether formation was established by Borghi and Brochard-Wyart (11), Waugh and Hochmuth (19) , Hochmuth et al. (20) , and Brochard-Wyart et al. (21) . This work led to a mathematical formula describing a tether in a dynamic equilibrium (characterized by a constant pulling force F > 0 and a constant tether extension rate _ L ¼ dL=dt > 0, where L denotes the tether extension). For the purpose of this work, the whole structure of protrusion and tether pulled by F will simply be called a tether.
In this work, we exclusively study cellular tethers, where the initial membrane-cytoskeleton attachment is present. The biophysical nature of cellular tethering is not fully understood. As discussed in Shao et al. (4) , Evans et al. (9) , Heinrich et al. (10) , and Xu and Shao (12) , the extraction of a tether by a sufficiently large pulling force is a two-phase process, where each phase is characterized by a specific material property of the forming structure. Tethers in the first phase of their development are viscoelastic (4, 11, 18) . Material properties of cellular tethers in the second phase of development are not well defined. For modeling this phase, Shao et al. (4) postulated a viscous unit, whereas Heinrich et al. (10) postulated a modified viscous unit connected in series with an elastic unit. The first cannot account for the nonlinear dependence of _ L on F and the second cannot account for the threshold force F th > 0 (the largest pulling force below which a crossover cannot occur) (21) . A modification to the proposition of Heinrich et al. (10) was postulated in Chen et al. (14) and Shao (22) . Each of the above propositions has been shown to match an experiment, but none of them has been derived.
The transition, called the crossover, from the first phase to the second phase occurs when the cell membrane separates from the underlying cytoskeleton and starts flowing around membrane integral proteins bound to the cytoskeleton, and into the tether (11) . The experiments of Shao et al. (4) , Evans et al. (9) , Heinrich et al. (10) , and Xu and Shao (12) indicate that the time of the crossover t cr , and the pulling force at crossover F cr ¼ F(t cr ), depend not only on the cell type but also on the pulling method.
Here we propose a unified approach to the tether formation process. Building on the physics of the process, we construct a mathematical model that provides what are, to our knowledge, new insights. We establish a necessary and sufficient condition for a crossover to occur, and a formula for calculating the crossover time. We discuss conditions needed for a tether to establish a dynamic equilibrium. We derive a general mathematical formula for the tether material describing both phases of tether growth and introduce two general tether parameters, the spring constant and effective viscosity, which are valid before and after crossover. We present a modeling method which can be used to describe results of tether pulling processes, and apply the method to simulate three typical pulling processes and three pulling experiments of Shao et al. (4), Evans et al. (9) and Heinrich et al. (10) , and Xu and Shao (12) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A pulling force F is by definition a positive, continuous, nondecreasing function of time. Formulations such as ''tether is pulled by.'' or ''pulling process'' imply the same. Based on the experimental study of Hwang and Waugh (3), a tether kept at a constant length experiences an exponential decrease in force. This implies that a tether under nondecreasing F is extending (we do not study tether retraction in this work). Therefore, a tether pulled with a force F > F th will undergo a crossover at some point in time. This does not imply that a crossover occurs immediately when the condition F > F th is met.
A tether in the first phase of its development, before crossover, is viscoelastic (4, 11, 18) and can be represented by the Kelvin-Voigt unit composed of a spring and a dashpot connected in parallel (18) . Therefore, the pulling force F(t) on the tether is
where t % t cr , s is the tether spring constant, and h eff is the tether effective viscosity. Equation 1 will be used to model the first phase of tether development.
An illustration of a tether growth process, where the tether undergoes a crossover and reaches a dynamic equilibrium, is given in Fig. 1 a. According to Borghi and Brochard-Wyart (11), Brochard-Wyart et al. (21) , and Waugh (23), the constant F and _ L of a dynamic equilibrium (a state of nonzero duration) satisfy the following dynamic equilibrium formula:
In Eq. 2, F > F th , r c is the cell radius, k c is the cell membrane curvature modulus, and b eff is the cell membrane interfacial drag coefficient (i.e., the surface density of the bound integral proteins multiplied by the surface viscosity). The rate _ L in Eq. 2 is a nonlinearly increasing function of F, and approaches zero as F approaches F th . Consequently, _
where _ L max is the upper limit for the integral proteins to remain bound to the cytoskeleton ( _ L max z100 mm s À1 for neutrophils (21) ). Equation 2 describes the relation between F and _ L exclusively for a tether in a dynamic equilibrium. Equation 2 itself does not provide information about when the crossover may occur in a pulling process and even whether the equation can be applied. There are pulling processes which demonstrate a crossover and no equilibrium. However, we will show that Eq. 2 has much broader applications than only for the constant F and _ L cases. Let W denote the set of all pairs ðF; _ LÞ satisfying Eq. 2. The fact that ðF; _ LÞ is an element of W is denoted by
The elements of W will be called dynamic equilibrium points. The fact that
at time t, does not imply that the tether is in a dynamic equilibrium, because it does not guarantee that F and _ L are in a state of being constant for a period of time of nonzero duration. We will show that the set W plays a key role in tether pulling processes.
In order to use Eqs. 1 and 2, and to simplify derivations, for all the processes considered in this work it will be assumed that _ LðtÞ exists before and after crossover (not necessarily at crossover). This assumption can be weakened assuming a finite number of points where _ LðtÞ may not exist (every published pulling experiment meets this assumption). Then the model can be applied separately for each time segment between those points. Existence of _ LðtÞ does not imply that _ FðtÞ exists. All examples and figures given in this work represent neutrophil tethers and are based on parameters listed in Table 1 , unless stated otherwise. A parameter sensitivity study will be provided.
FIGURE 1
Tether development under a constant pulling force F, before (black) and after (gray in print/red online) crossover, and tether crossover extensions. (a) Illustration of a cellular tether forming under F ¼ 45 pN. Based on modeling an average neutrophil tether, the crossover occurs at t ¼ 0.33 s initiating the tether's dynamic equilibrium state. The equilibrium tether radius/cell radius ratio of~0.007 (21) is not captured by the drawing. (b) Constant force tether extension network, showing the modeled tether extension L for different constant pulling forces F (for F ¼ 5 pN to F ¼ 115 pN in increments of 10 pN). The curve (green online) corresponding to the threshold force, F th , defines the upper boundary for the region where a crossover cannot occur. (c) The tether crossover extension L crjF for the pulling process under constant force of F, shown as a function of F. The quantity F c is the critical force at which L crjF reaches zero. The figure is based on the neutrophil parameters listed in Table 1 .
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RESULTS

Overview of the conditions studied
The history of tether growth depends on the pulling pattern (4, 9, 10, 12) . The pulling pattern can be imposed by applying the pulling force F, or controlling the tether extension rate _ L or controlling the loading rate _ F in a desired way. Below we discuss the history of tethers pulled by three basic methods: maintaining a constant F, a constant _ L, or a constant _ F while pulling the tether. Next we discuss three published tether pulling experiments, (4), (9, 10) , and (12) , where a constant force F sy (or constant extension rate _ L sy ) is applied to an experimental system containing the tether as one of its elements. A better understanding of the tether behavior in the above cases will lead to a better understanding and better models of neutrophil adhesion, where tethers form.
Tether pulling with a constant force F > 0
If F % F th , a tether remains viscoelastic and, based on Eq. 1, its extension is given by
With time, L(t) approaches the horizontal asymptote F/s, as illustrated in Fig. 1 b (continuously black curves). If F exceeds F th and is not too large (the limit is specified below), then a tether initially extends according to Eq. 3, until it undergoes a crossover. The work of Shao et al. (4) demonstrates that after crossover a tether pulled by a constant force extends linearly, i.e., _
constant. This is consistent with Borghi and Brochard-Wyart (11) 
Equation 4, applied for t % t cr , combined with the equation
applied for t R t cr , define the tether extension, as illustrated in Fig. 1 b (black to gray (red online) curves). The pulling force satisfies Eq. 1 for t % t cr and the equation below for t R t cr , both with F(t) ¼ F:
A tether pulled by constant F undergoes a crossover when its ðF; _ LðtÞÞ falls into W ði:e:; ðF; _ LðtÞÞ˛WÞ for the first time, that is, when the tether reaches a dynamic equilibrium point. Then the tether stays in the dynamic equilibrium characterized by F and _ L Ã ¼ _ Lðt cr Þ as long as pulling continues, as seen in Fig. 2 .
The above is true for F th < F < F c , where F c is the critical pulling force for which Eq. 4 yields t cr ¼ 0. Therefore, it is assumed that for F R F c there is no viscoelastic extension period and a crossover occurs immediately, i.e., at t ¼ 0 with ðF; _ Lð0ÞÞ˛W, as seen in Fig. 1 b (continuously gray (red online) curves, F c z 92 pN for the neutrophil parameters listed in Table 1 ). Fig. 1 b shows the tether extension for different constant pulling forces. As the pulling force increases, t cr decreases, and _ Lðt cr Þ increases, while L(t cr ) reaches a maximum (of 0.77 mm for a force of 52 pN) and then decreases to zero at F c , as seen in Fig. 1 c. Because the tether length at crossover depends on the pulling force, L(t cr ) for the pulling process with constant force F will be denoted by L crjF , as in Fig. 1 c.
Constant force tether extension network
Even though the extension network of Fig. 1 b is for constant pulling forces, it encodes information about tether formation for other pulling processes. In particular, the following conjectures will be shown to be valid for any pulling process considered in this work.
Conjecture 1
In the second phase of tether development (i.e., after crossover), the tether extension rate _ L is a one-to-one function of the pulling force F.
Conjecture 2
A tether is in the second phase of its development at time t if, and only if, À FðtÞ; _ LðtÞ Á˛W :
Conjecture 3
A tether undergoes a crossover at time t ¼ t cr if, and only if,
i.e., t cr is the minimum for all times t for which À FðtÞ; _ LðtÞ Á˛W :
To prove Conjecture 1, it is sufficient to show that in the second phase of tether development _ L increases if F increases. Approximating an increasing pulling force F(t) in each consecutive small Dt time segment with a constant force representing the average value of F for that segment yields an increasing step-type function of F step (t). Substituting F step (t) in each segment with the slope of the gray (red online) line in Fig. 1 b, corresponding to the constant value of F step (t) for that segment, yields an increasing step-type function of _ L step ðtÞ. Within each segment, F step (t) and _ L step ðtÞ are constant and Eq. 2 may be applied. As Dt approaches zero, _ L step ðtÞ approaches _ LðtÞ, which is also an increasing function (based on the fact that the extension rate in Eq. 2 is an increasing function of force, or based on Fig. 1 b) .
If a tether is in a dynamic equilibrium, Conjecture 2 is obviously true. To prove the general case, first we prove its left-to-right implication. If a tether, pulled not necessarily by a constant force, is in the second phase of its development at time t, then its _ LðtÞ corresponds to exactly one gray (red online) segment in Fig. 1 b, the one with a slope of _ LðtÞ: The pulling force F Ã that generates the extension L(t) in Fig. 1 
Because the tether's extension rate _ LðtÞ cannot be a result of any other pulling force (Conjecture 1), then FðtÞ ¼ F Ã and À FðtÞ;
The right-to-left implication of Conjecture 2 is proved by contradiction. Let us assume that and are equivalent to the fact that t Ã ¼ t cr based on Conjecture 2. That proves Conjecture 3 and shows that a tether undergoes a crossover as soon as it reaches a dynamic equilibrium point.
Tether pulling while maintaining a constant extension rate _ L > 0
A constant extension rate yields a tether extension function of LðtÞ ¼ _ Lt; and a linearly increasing pulling force for the viscoelastic phase of
At some point in time, increasing F(t) will exceed F th , thus enabling the tether to undergo a crossover. Based on Conjecture 2, the tether extension after the crossover with a given constant _ L requires a pulling force of F Ã such that ðF Ã ; _ LÞ˛W: Therefore, F Ã for _ L can be calculated numerically from Eq. 2. If _ L is not too large (the limit is specified below), then t ¼ t cr can be calculated using Eq. 6 with
The pulling force satisfies Eq. 6 (same as Eq. 1 with _ LðtÞ ¼ _ L) for t%t cr and the equation below with FðtÞ ¼ F Ã for t R t cr :
A tether pulled with a force maintaining a constant extension rate _ L also undergoes a crossover as soon as it reaches a dynamic equilibrium point, in accordance with Conjecture 3. Then the tether stays in the dynamic equilibrium characterized by F Ã ¼ Fðt cr Þ and _ L as long as pulling continues (Fig. 2) .
The above is true for any _ L < _ L c ; where _ L c is the critical extension rate for which the calculated t cr ¼ 0 ð _ L c z10 mm s À1 for the neutrophil parameters listed in Table 1 ). Therefore, it Biophysical Journal 100 (7) 1697-1707 is assumed that for _ L R _ L c there is no viscoelastic extension period and a crossover occurs immediately, i.e., at t ¼ 0 with ðFð0Þ; _ LÞ˛W:
Tether pulling while maintaining a constant loading rate _ F > 0
A constant loading rate yields a pulling force of FðtÞ ¼ _ Ft, which increases linearly. Therefore, at some point in time F(t) will exceed F th , and eventually undergo a crossover. To find t cr , the differential equation below is solved for L(t) with the initial condition L(0) ¼ 0:
The solution of Eq. 8 is of a form
In Eq. 9, a ¼ s=h eff and b ¼ _ F=h eff : Eq. 9 yields _ LðtÞ: Based on Conjecture 3,
Therefore, in every small time step, F(t) and _ LðtÞ are checked for satisfying the following equation (which is Eq. 2 in a form specific to this case):
This procedure yields t cr (found with the first successful check), and L cr ¼ L(t cr ) based on Eq. 9. For t R t th , Eq. 10 is a differential equation which, if solved for L(t), with the initial condition L(t cr ) ¼ L cr, gives the tether extension after the crossover. Eq. 10 can be solved numerically, using, for example, the Runge-Kutta method. The solution is unique. Let F(t) be the pulling force corresponding to _ LðtÞ, where t R t cr , in the discussed process. Let F 1 (t) be the pulling force corresponding to the gray (red online) line in Fig. 1 b of slope _ LðtÞ in the constant force pulling case. The latter yields
where b LðtÞ is the crossover extension for the pulling process under constant force of F 1 (t). Conjecture 1 yields F 1 ðtÞ ¼ FðtÞ. In summary, the pulling force F(t) satisfies Eq. 1 for t R t cr , and the equation below for t R t cr :
b LðtÞ in Eq. 11 is the value of the function in Fig. 1 c at F(t) ,
i.e., b LðtÞ ¼ L crjFðtÞ . Knowing F(t) allows us to calculate b LðtÞ as in the constant pulling force case. Both terms on the right hand side of Eq. 11, and consequently the tether extension rate _ L, do not depend on the tether length. This is consistent with the common understanding that after crossover the tether is mostly built up by the membrane, which separates from the cytoskeleton at the tether neck (the region connecting the tether and the cell body) and flows into the tether under applied force, regardless what the instantaneous tether length is. As in other cases, a tether pulled with a force maintaining a constant loading rate undergoes a crossover as soon as it reaches a dynamic equilibrium point, in accordance with Conjecture 3. Then the tether does not stay in a dynamic equilibrium because the pulling force is not constant. The tether travels within W (i.e., ðFðtÞ; _ LðtÞÞ˛W with F(t) increasing as t increases), as seen in Fig. 2 , in accordance with Conjecture 2. A constant loading rate tether extension network is given in Fig. 3 a.
In the constant loading rate case, none of the key variables, which are the pulling force and the extension rate, are constant. Therefore, the constant loading rate case indicates general properties of and sets general methods for solving other pulling processes. In particular, Eqs. 1 and 11, describing the pulling force, are valid for any pulling process considered in this work. They reduce to appropriate formulas for the cases previously discussed. Table 1 .
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Material properties of tethers
To identify the tether material properties after crossover, the pulling force F as a function of time should be given in an explicit form known to material sciences. Because F in Eq. 2 (solvable numerically for F when a pulling method is given) is in an implicit form, Eq. 11 is used and reorganized. We conduct a procedure similar to the one used by Heinrich et al. (10) for the same reason (see Eq. S3 in the Supporting Material), and single out L(t) in Eq. 11. Then, from Eqs. 1 and 11, the tether material can be described as follows:
In Eq. 12, The factor s b L=L defines the instantaneous stiffness of the elastic component in Eq. 12 after crossover, and is, in general, a nonlinear function of time. As increasing F approaches the critical force F c , L increases, b L decreases to reach zero for F c (Fig. 1 c; F c z 92 pN) , and s b L=L decreases to reach zero for F c . Therefore, we describe the tether elastic component after crossover as nonlinearly decaying (NLD). The effective spring function s eff (t, s) for a constant loading rate process, where F increases linearly, is shown in Fig. 3 b. The nonlinear nature of decaying is clearly seen.
The above and Eq. 12 reveal that during a tether pulling process the standard viscous component is always present, whereas the standard elastic component, represented by a linear spring, becomes at crossover a nonstandard elastic represented by a nonlinearly decaying spring (NLD spring). This new two-form component will be called the elastic/ NLD-elastic component. Beginning at crossover, the stiffness of the tether's elastic component is not constant, but depending on time, and, with increasing F, eventually becomes zero. A schematic representation of the tether material is shown in Fig. 4 . It is composed of an elastic/NLD-elastic unit represented by a spring/NLD spring (marked as a spring symbol with a downward-running curve and letters NLD) with an effective spring function of s eff (t, s), and a viscous unit represented by a dashpot with an effective viscosity of h eff . The two units are connected in parallel.
Modeling other tether pulling processes
Following steps as in the constant loading rate case, with Eqs. 8 and 10 modified according to a given pulling pattern, will model any pulling process considered in this work. For tether pulling experiments, the tether material schematic representation may be connected in series with a spring and/or in parallel with a dashpot representing the experimental mechanics outside the tether itself. The additional spring represents the combined elastic response of a bond, and of a bead/cell if the bead/cell is held by a laser trap or at the tip of a micropipette under suction pressure (observed for red blood cells (9), in agreement with Python et al. (13) ). The additional dashpot represents the drag on a bead/cell moving in a micropipette under suction pressure. If additional spring and/or dashpot elements are involved, pulling the experimental system with a constant force, or while maintaining a constant extension rate, or while maintaining a constant loading rate, does not mean that the tether itself extends as under a constant pulling force, or with its extension rate constant, or with its loading rate constant, respectively, as it will be illustrated next. Below we give examples of modeling tether pulling experiments using published data.
Modeling the experiment of Shao et al. (4)
The experiment of Shao et al. (4) is analyzed in detail in the Supporting Material. In the experiment, an anti-CD162 or (t, s) , where s is the tether spring constant) represented by a spring/NLD spring (an initially linear spring, which becomes nonlinear at crossover and decays nonlinearly as increasing F approaches the critical force F c ). F(t) is the pulling force, L(t) is the tether extension, and b LðtÞ is the crossover extension for the pulling process under constant force of F(t), i.e., b LðtÞ ¼ L crjFðtÞ . The parameters are as in Table 1 .
Biophysical Journal 100 (7) 1697-1707 anti-CD45-coated bead, held at the tip of a micropipette by a constant suction pressure, establishes a bond with a neutrophil (r c ¼ 4.5 mm), located in a micropipette, after the cell is moved toward the bead by a suction pressure. Then a reversed constant suction pressure Dp is applied to the cell, imposing a constant pulling force F sy on the experimental system. A simplified schematic representation of the experimental system is composed of a tether unit (of effective spring function s eff (t, s) and effective viscosity h eff ) connected in parallel with a dashpot (of effective viscosity h d_eff representing the drag on the cell moving near the micropipette wall (see Fig. S1 b) . Based on the work of Shao and Hochmuth (2), h d_eff ¼ 17 pN s mm À1 (see the Supporting Material for details). The configuration of elements in the schematic representation described above implies that the extension of the system L sy (t) ¼ L(t) ¼ L d (t), and
where F(t) is the tether pulling force, L(t) is the tether extension, F d (t) is the force on the drag dashpot, and L d (t) is the extension of the drag dashpot, all at time t.
Modeling the first phase of tether extension L(t) ¼ L sy (t) for the Dp ¼ 0.5 pN mm À2 case reported in Shao To model the experiment, the procedure developed for the constant loading rate case is followed with modifications reflecting the pulling pattern. Eq. 8 is substituted with Eq. 14.
The solution of Eq. 14 with the initial condition L(0) ¼ 0 is as follows: 
The modeled tether extensions for F sy ¼ 34.3 pN (corresponding to Dp ¼ 0.5 pN mm À2 ) and for F sy ¼ 68.6 pN (corresponding to Dp ¼ 1 pN mm À2 ), representing average neutrophil tethers (as we consider them based on the work below), are given in Fig. 5 , overlaid on the experimental data of Shao et al. (4) for two individual tethers. Even though the experimental system is pulled by a constant force, the pulling force F on a tether itself is not constant. The formula for F is derived in the Supporting Material. The modeled tether extension rate _ L as a function of corresponding (i.e., present at the same time) pulling force F for the F sy ¼ 68.6 pN case is given in Fig. S1 d. A tether undergoes a crossover as soon as it reaches a dynamic equilibrium point, and stays in a dynamic equilibrium after the crossover.
While modeling the second phase of tether development in the experiment of Shao et al. (4) we have found that b eff ¼ 600 pN s mm À3 is the best fit to the experimental data of Shao et al. (4) . It also fits well the experimental data of Heinrich et al. (10) and Xu and Shao (12) , as discussed FIGURE 5 Modeled tether extension L, before (black) and after (gray in print/red online) crossover, for two cases (as indicated) of constant pulling force for the system, F sy , in the experiment of Shao et al. (4) . The extension functions are overlaid on the experimental data of Shao et al. (4) for two individual tethers. The functions are based on r c ¼ 4.5 mm and the other parameters as in Table 1 .
Biophysical Journal 100 (7) 1697-1707 below. The previous lowest estimate was 730 pN s mm À3 in Waugh (23) . The coefficient b eff was the only parameter of the second phase of tether development which was adjusted to fit the data.
Modeling the experiment of Evans et al. (9) and Heinrich et al. (10) The experiment of Evans et al. (9) and Heinrich et al. (10) is discussed in more detail in the Supporting Material. In the experiment, a P-selectin-coated bead is attached to a red blood cell, which in turn is held at the tip of a micropipette by a constant suction pressure. A neutrophil (r c ¼ 4.3 mm) held at the tip of another micropipette by a constant suction pressure, is driven toward the bead by micropipette manipulation, to establish a bond. After the cell-bead contact, the cell is driven away from the bead while maintaining a constant extension rate of the experimental system of _ L sy (where L sy is the extension of the system). A schematic representation of the experimental system ( Fig. S2  a) is composed of a tether unit of effective spring function s eff (t, s) and effective viscosity h eff , connected in series with a combined spring of spring constant k com ¼ k 1 k 2 / (k 1 þ k 2 ). The combined spring represents the elastic response of the red blood cell-bead complex of spring constant k 1 ¼ 500 pN mm À1 (9), and the elastic response of the bond and neutrophil body of spring constant k 2 ¼ 800 pN mm À1 (13, 24) . The configuration of elements in the schematic representation implies that LðtÞ þ L com ðtÞ ¼ L sy ðtÞ ¼ _ L sy t; and
where L(t) is the extension of the tether, L com (t) is the combined extension of the system's elements other than the tether, F(t) is the pulling force on the tether, and F sy (t) is the pulling force on the system, all at time t.
To model the experiment, the procedure developed for the constant loading rate case is followed with modifications reflecting the pulling pattern. Equation 8 is modified, based on Eq. 16, to become the differential equation below.
The solution of Eq. 17 with the initial condition L(0) ¼ 0 is
In Eq. 18, In Evans et al. (9) , based on their thousands of tests, the authors report the average crossover forces of F cr ¼ 54.5, 67.9, and 80.1 pN for _ L sy ¼ 2, 4.5, and 10 mm s À1 , respectively (data obtained from their Fig. 7 B) . The corresponding crossover forces derived from our modeling are F cr ¼ 54.4, 68.3, and 82.9 pN, respectively, suggesting an excellent fit to the experimental results. Also, this suggests that our set of parameter values represents an average neutrophil. Any deviation from the assumed parameter values (except very small changes in the cell radius) makes the fit much worse (see also the Parameter Sensitivity Study below).
The modeled pulling forces for _ L sy ¼ 2, 4.5, and 10 mm s À1 are given in Fig. 6 a. The modeled L(t) for the _ L sy ¼ 10 mm s À1 case is given in Fig. S2 b. Even though the experimental system is pulled while maintaining a constant extension rate, a tether itself does not extend linearly, i.e., the tether's extension rate is not constant, although the deviation may be small. The modeled _ L as a function of corresponding F for the _ L sy ¼ 10 mm s À1 case is given in Fig. S2 c. L sy is given in mm s À1 ). The diagrams in the figure are based on r c ¼ 4.3 mm, k com ¼ k 1 k 2 /(k 1 þ k 2 ), where k 1 ¼ 500 pN mm À1 and k 2 ¼ 800 pN mm À1 , and the other parameters are as in Table 1 .
A tether undergoes a crossover as soon as it reaches a dynamic equilibrium point, and then travels within W until it reaches a dynamic equilibrium at long times, with _ L ¼ _ L sy and a plateau force of F ¼ F plateau . Any pair of _ L sy and corresponding F plateau constitutes a dynamic equilibrium point, i.e., À F plateau ; _ L sy Á˛W :
The set W well matches the experimental _ L sy versus F plateau data of Heinrich et al. (10) (Fig. 6 b) , confirming validity of the parameters assumed here.
Modeling the experiment of Xu and Shao (12) Our modeling for that experiment is described in the Supporting Material. The modeled pulling force F for a case of _ L sy ¼ 2 mm s À1 is given in Fig. S3 . The pulling force determined by the model is consistent with the force observed in the experiment.
Parameter sensitivity study
For each value a in Table 1 , we simulate three constant force pulling processes: with a/3, a, and 3a, while the other parameter values are as listed in Table 1 . For all cases, the pulling force is constant at F ¼ 45 pN, corresponding to the middle curve in Fig. 1 b. The three resulting tether extension functions are shown in Fig. S4 . The analysis reveals that the tether pulling process is highly sensitive to all the parameters except the cell radius r c . Indeed, the modeling results are, practically, not sensitive to changes in r c for 3.8 mm % r c % 4.5 mm.
DISCUSSION
The phenomenon of cell tethering has been capturing the interest of researchers for more than a decade. Recently, using quantitative dynamic footprinting, we were able to take topographic-like pictures of a tether occupied cellsubstrate contact zone where tethers in live neutrophils are seen (25) . Those images, as well as tether pulling experiments (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) , show the complexity of the tether formation process. Originally (4, 15, 18) , tethers were thought to represent two very different types of tether material with the transition from one material to the other occurring at some time. Here we show that for a fixed set of parameters and a given pulling method, the tether extraction is a deterministic process. The primary reason for that is the fact that in a constant force pulling process the extension rate after crossover is deterministically defined by the dynamic equilibrium formula (Eq. 2). This indicates that the variability in tether pulling experimental data is a result of variability in cell/tether parameter values within the same cell type.
Variations of the parameter values around their means are clearly seen in experimental data. In the experiment of Shao et al. (4) ,~68% of the h eff /s values for the antibody to CD162 span over a 0.68-s period, implying that 95% span over a 1.36-s period. Lower values of k c , b eff , and F th cause the crossover to occur earlier (see Fig. S4 , b, c, and f), resulting in different shapes of the extension functions, as in the experiment of Borghi and Brochard-Wyart (11) . The variations in values for the above five parameters result in variations of dependent variables such as the crossover force, the variability of which is observed in the experiment of Evans et al. (9) and Heinrich et al. (10) . Only the variability in the cell radius, in a reasonable range, is not influential (Fig. S4 a) .
The tether spring constant s and effective viscosity h eff have been commonly used in the literature (4, 15, 26) , in attempts to describe the tether material (see the Supporting Material). However, their relations to the physical factors which determine them and their variability have not been established yet. Our experimental data (25) , as well as works of others, such as Kirchenbüchler et al. (27) , suggest that the parameter s may be primarily determined by the stiffness of the actin filaments at the site of pulling which start breaking at their weakest spots under increasing force. 21), as well as our model, suggest that the parameter h eff is primarily determined by parameters describing the physical properties of the membrane in and outside of the tether neck region. Most likely s and h eff are not direct but rather effective parameters, and the final number of independent parameters is yet to be established.
A pulling force exceeding the threshold force enables the tether to undergo a crossover. However, in practice, the pulling pattern imposed on the tether dictates the tether pulling force F(t) and extension rate _ LðtÞ at all times. Based on our model, a tether may not undergo a crossover until it happens to reach a dynamic equilibrium point, i.e., À FðtÞ; _ LðtÞ Á˛W :
Therefore, the time of the tether's crossover depends on how far the pulling pattern keeps the tether from reaching a dynamic equilibrium point. After the crossover the tether remains within W, i.e., À FðtÞ; _ LðtÞ Á˛W for tRt cr ;
and, depending on the pulling pattern, may or may not reach a dynamic equilibrium.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, 1. We develop the constant force tether extension network ( Fig. 1 b) based on the dynamic equilibrium formula Biophysical Journal 100 (7) 1697-1707 (a constant force and constant extension rate case) and experiments involving constant forces. 2. Using the network, we prove Conjectures 1-3 describing the tether behavior after crossover in general tether pulling processes. 3. Using the network and Conjecture 1 we prove the general tether material formula (Eq. 12). 4. By combining the above results, we model three pulling processes and three published pulling experiments.
Our model is defined by six parameters which are conceptually known and have been directly linked to observed properties and/or specific components of the cell/tether by published experimental and theoretical research (4, 11, (19) (20) (21) .
As we have shown, tether growth is a continuous process during which the viscous component is always present, while the elastic component, represented by a linear spring, becomes at crossover a nonstandard elastic represented by a nonlinear spring which decays in a nonlinear fashion. There is no evidence that the initial tether structure stops extending at crossover, or that a new tether structure starts building up. To the contrary: Both periods of tether development, before and after crossover, are driven by the same parameters s and h eff . Therefore, we propose to use the one name, ''tether'', for the whole surface structure generated by a pulling force, as in this article, and divide the tether development process into ''viscoelastic'' and ''nonlinearly decaying spring viscoelastic'' (NLDs-viscoelastic) periods.
The biological significance of cellular tethers remains to be determined. Long tethers pulled by molecular bonds during cell rolling under high shear stress conditions are likely to be in their NLDs-viscoelastic periods of development. A dynamic equilibrium, which can be established exclusively during a NLDs-viscoelastic period, creates favorable conditions for the survival of molecular bonds holding the tether in place, because the force on a bond is not increasing any longer.
By applying this theory to cell rolling, it is possible to calculate the chance for a molecular bond to survive until a dynamic equilibrium of its tether is reached, as well as the retraction of a tether after the bond breaks because the tether material is known. Catch-slip bond transitions demonstrated by Marshall et al. (28) , and an effect of higher loading rates promoting bond survival demonstrated by Evans et al. (29) , may be needed to explain the presence of long cellular tethers in cell rolling. Further work will have to show whether the NLDs-viscoelastic material is unique for cellular tethers or present in other biological systems.
SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Additional details and figures concerning the tether material and experiments are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/ S0006-3495(11)00258-X.
